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Ye Junlin just wanted to verify whether what they said was true!

The result is not…

There were screams in the valley.

Ye Junlin also left.

He continued to explore in the first-level forbidden area, trying to find

some treasures.

Really let him collect some good stuff.

“It’s just that the recovery time of the spiritual energy is too short.

Otherwise, nourished by this rich spiritual energy, in a few years, there

will definitely be an absolute magic medicine!”

Ye Junlin muttered to himself.

time is too short.

Now there are heaven and earth treasures everywhere.

However, it will take years to accumulate the treasures of heaven and

earth that can unlock Junjun’s poison, and it will definitely not work in

a short period of time.

Hope is still on Yan Zangsheng and the magic medicine he possesses.

really.

Now the matter of Daxia’s genius doctor can’t be hidden.

Known by the whole world.

Every national power casts crazy and fiery gazes.

It doesn’t matter if you are a genius doctor or not.

After all, as long as it’s not intractable diseases, people’s physique can

be solved by inhaling a little spiritual energy.

What everyone mainly thinks is that Yan Zangsheng can change the

physique of the human body and create a means of deity.

During this time, many artificial means of creating gods have emerged.

Among them, the Hydra method on the War Bear Country side is the

most efficient.

Successfully created a god.

Ready to start mass production.

However, the efficiency is much worse than that of Yan Zangsheng.

Basically, as long as the resources and personnel are in place, Yan

Zangsheng is almost 100% effective.

How can this make people not jealous?

Everyone wants it!

Daxia naturally expected this as well.

Someone will definitely come to rob Yan Zangsheng.

It is difficult to keep Yan Zangsheng.

They also specially called Tian Ce Young Commander to protect Yan

Zangsheng.

For this purpose, the common plan of Yanlongwei and Tiancefu is to

ask the divine doctor to create more gods for Daxia.

After deliberation, Yan Zangsheng agreed.

There are many candidates for the creation of gods, in addition to

Tiancefu, there are also the group of people from Kunlun College at

that time.

Qinglong and Qilin are the first choice.

It takes resources to create gods.

Need a lot of heaven and earth treasures and aura crystals.

Treasures of Heaven and Earth are used to improve and strengthen

everyone’s physique, while Reiki crystals guarantee a large amount of

high-purity Reiki.

There are not many stocks in Daxia.

Two gods have been created, and the resources that have been saved

have been exhausted.

Who will rely on the next resources?

Ye Junlin!

Everyone quickly thought of one person, that is Ye Junlin!

In the past, it was just the group of people who morally kidnapped Ye

Junlin to attack his resource idea.

Now everyone needs Ye Junlin’s resources.

It’s best to divide it up a bit.

“Let’s discuss with him, shall we?”

“It just so happens that he is in Daxia, this is a good opportunity for

us! We have to hurry up!”

Ye Junlin just came back.

A group of people came up.

The four chiefs of Yanlongwei, the Dragon Head God General of

Tiance Mansion, and several other great generals.

There are also two gods created by Yan Zangsheng recently – Long

San and Long Wu, the two apprentices of the Dragon Head God

General.

“Is something wrong?”

Ye Junlin asked.

“One word for the king, now Daxia urgently needs your resources!”

“Now the genius doctor has a way to make the gods appear, but we

lack resources!”

The Dragon Head God General said.

The four leaders of Yanlongwei also expressed urgency.

Now the major forces are competing.

Daxia has no gods, not even the ability to protect himself.

Not to mention competing with others.

Finally, a genius doctor appeared, and they didn’t want to miss this

opportunity.

“We know that these resources are used by you to detoxify Junjun!

Junjun is also from our Tiance Mansion! We don’t want to see her in an

accident!”

“Now we only hope that you can share a little bit! Solve the urgent

need!”

“In addition, we will persuade the genius doctor, maybe he will

detoxify Junjun!”
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